Industry analysts & customers
agree Cornerstone is the
leader in learning
Ranked #1 in
Learning

#1 in Leader Management
Ventana Research

Cornerstone is the
strategic leader in
learning management
as ranked by the
most trusted analysts
in the industry, year
after year.

Market Leader in
Corporate Learning

Aragon Research Global

Strategic Leader for
Learning Systems
Fosway Group

Fosway 9-Grid™ Learning System

Leader in Unified Talent Management
And our specialization in Learning drives performance outcomes.
Ranked as leaders in talent management, we amplify your learning
strategies with an end-to-end talent management strategy.
Strategic Leader for
Talent Management
Fosway Group

Leader for Talent
Management
Nucleus Research

“Skills inference and skills
assessment is now one
of the hottest topics in
business. Cornerstone’s
new platform and the
company’s vast reach
has the potential to help
companies address this
complex problem in an
integrated way.”
Josh Bersin
Global Industry Analyst

Fosway 9-Grid™ Talent Management

Top Rated by Trusted Peer Review Sites
Customer reviews matter. According to Bright Local, 84% of
people trust reviews they read online as much as personal
recommendations. However, there are many 3rd party
review sites, some less credible than others, and it can be
daunting to know where to begin. That is why it is important
to gather social proof from trustworthy sources with
reliable, authentic customer feedback from verified users.
Optimized for content quality and data integrity, G2 Crowd
and TrustRadius are two of the most trusted review sites
for business software, helping buyers make better product
decisions based on unbiased and insightful reviews.

“Cornerstone is a great
tool to host and deliver
a wide range of learning
strategies, and it has
the ability to integrate
learning, development and
performance management.
We can customize to our
immediate needs and also
expand with future growth.”
Patrick Sorensen
Senior Leader, Learning and Development,
GeoStabilization International

2020 Awards based on user satisfaction ratings

“As we expand our business
and add new members to
our team, we know that
Cornerstone can grow with
us, and help us maintain and
continue to refine this amazing
employee culture we’ve built.”
Michele McDermott
SVP of Human Resources, Assurance

“The on-demand online
curriculum has been a
lifesaver for employees
needing to learn new
skills as they adopt to
this new normal.”
Gabe Aponte
L&D Program Manager, County of
San Mateo

Learn more by visiting csod.com/smb

Sources: BrightLocal, Local Consumer Review Survey, 2019

